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Ever-increasing product complexity, shorter development times and 

more discerning quality requirements are but three of the challenges 

faced by the manufacturing industry. To rise above the competition, 

leading companies maximize their productivity while optimizing costs. 

“Zero defects“ across the entire supply chain is the ultimate goal. iTAC‘s 

Manufacturing Execution System (MES) supports companies in achieving 

this goal. It enables companies around the world to achieve significant 

quality and performance improvements - in their processes and products. 

The combination of technology, functionality and industry know-how results in 

effective production.

Dieter Meuser | CTODavid Burger | CEO
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Founded in 1998, iTAC is a leading provider of Manufacturing Execu-

tion System (MES) solutions for the entire supply chain. It develops, 

integrates and maintains its internet-based iTAC.MES.Suite for manu-

facturing enterprises around the globe. iTAC has its German headquar-

ters in Dernbach near Montabaur and subsidiaries in France, the USA 

and China to ensure international presence and customer proximity. 

The company‘s customer base spans a broad industry spectrum, with 

leading names, among others, from the automotive, automation,  

electronics, energy & utilities, medical technology and telecommunica-

tions sectors. 

More than a philosophy

The iTAC team is passionate about its business – this passion delivers 

tangible benefits in motivation, commitment, innovation and ultimate-

ly the reliability of the solution delivered. This passion, as we strive for 

customer satisfaction, drives iTAC‘s ongoing expansion. 

The company
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A Manufacturing Execution System (MES) enhances production opera-

tion efficiency. It consolidates heterogeneous production-related

software solutions into one single entity and forms a bridge between

production and planning operations. In addition to online process

monitoring, the system automatically generates MES KPIs based

on production data acquisition.

Real-time control and the resulting data transparency provide informa-

tion about machine stoppages, overall equipment effectiveness (OEE)

and the quality (yield) of individual production processes. As a result,

defects and performance impairments can be promptly identified and

prevented. Equipment productivity increases and non-value-generating

activities can be reduced. In addition to process optimization and pro-

duction increases, precise planning can be executed on the basis of

real-time production information. Reduced response times and overall

technical process improvements – from the initiation of the production

order to delivery – through an MES can deliver significant competitive

advantages. This is why MES software is becoming increasingly rele-

vant for process optimization across the entire product supply chain.

The concept
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iTAC’s recipe for success is the intelligent mix of Technology, Functio-

nality and Industry Know-how. When underpinned by long-term 

experience and close collaboration with industry leaders, these three 

factors blend to deliver optimal results – “effective production”. 

“effectiveness is the result of competence derived through practical experience“
Peter F. Drucker (*1909), Author and Management Consultant
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All industry sectors – automotive, electronics, energy, and medical

technology among others – have to meet increasingly stringent quality

requirements and comply with mandatory regulations, standards and

guidelines. Suppliers support the manufacturers by ensuring standardi-

zation and adaptability, reducing costs and minimizing

risks.

In deploying the Internet-based, platform-independent iTAC.MES.Suite, 

manufacturers in numerous industries are able to meet and often ex-

ceed their production requirements while facilitating the consolidation 

and harmonization of production IT environments. Based on the 

iTAC.ARTES (Advanced Reliable Technology for Enterprise Systems) 

middleware, the software communicates with all standard ERP/PLM 

systems and equipment via standard interfaces. The MES product is 

Internet-based, which means that several production facilities can 

be served via a central MES infrastructure, which facilitates standar-

dized, central data storage in a database. The six services, Traceability 

(TR), Computer Aided Quality (CAQ), Production Management (PM), 

Materials and Logistics (ML), Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS) 

and Add-on (AO), ensure that the solution can be adapted to specific 

requirements and facilitate quality improvements and production yield 

increases while satisfying sector-specific compliance requirements.

The product
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Standardized Java EE technology is the iTAC.MES.Suite’s “engine”.

All business logic is stored on the central Java EE application server.

Process and customer-specific system adaptations are implemented

via master data-side customizing without any additional development

costs for adaptations to the application-side business logic. Equip-

ment-specific integration and customer-specific dialogues are

implemented on the basis of downward-compatible API-Services.

Highly advanced technology
The middleware comprises the iTAC “Advanced Reliable Technology

for Enterprise Systems (ARTES)” platform. iTAC.ARTES’ interfaces and

services facilitate the transmission of complex data, the connection of

function calls between the individual system components and the 

security of transactions, as well as ensuring the high availability of 

the iTAC.MES.Suite. Administration is web-based via the iTAC.ARTES 

Management Center.
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High availability

Scalable

Platform independent

Upgradeable
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The remaining five services further contribute to the solution’s efficiency. 

The CAQ service facilitates the evaluation and planning of quality in

products and production processes. The ML service delivers an end-to-

end reel-based material logistics based on actual material consumpti-

on. This facilitates an increase in planning reliability and offers signifi-

cant improvements in inventory management while reducing WIP and 

associated capital expenditure. The PM and APS services, deployed 

on the basis of integrated operations and equipment data acquisition, 

deliver production scheduling while enabling improvements in pro-

duction equipment efficiency. The Add-on service comprises functions 

such as an Alert Management System, Archiving, Report generation (BI) 

and a Business Rule Engine (BRE) which rounds off the iTAC.MES.Suite 

functionality.

An intelligent Manufacturing Execution System can do far more than 

merely document production. That is why the iTAC.MES.Suite is built 

on the following six services: Traceability (TR), Computer Aided Quality 

(CAQ), Production Management (PM), Materials & Logistics (ML), 

Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS) and Add-on (AO). 

One particularly important feature is real-time product- or container-  

specific traceability across the entire supply chain. Unlike conven-

tional MES products, iTAC offers “active” traceability through bi-direc-

tional communication with production equipment, passive traceability 

and process interlocking. Active traceability enables the systematic 

and centralized evaluation and control within the framework of a contin- 

uous improvement process. As a result, quality problems can be iden-

tified in the production process, causes analyzed and action taken.

Six key success factors
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The iTAC.MES.Suite satisfies the requirements of practically all indus-

trial sectors through its configurability. iTAC supports manufacturers 

and suppliers across numerous industries – from the high-precision 

medical technology sector, through the diverse automotive compo-

nent supply and high-volume electronics industries to safety-relevant 

pipeline construction documentation. It is most often deployed in the 

automotive, electronics, energy and supply, medical technology, and 

telecommunications industries due to their traditional, specific and 

often compliance-related requirements.

How is that possible? The iTAC solution is a standard software that can 

be adapted to meet diverse requirements through its configuration 

settings. It ensures transparency by mapping any number of produc-

tion and work processes throughout the entire product supply chain. 

Process acceleration and JIT/JIS concept support result in optimized 

order processing, which offers substantial potential for cost reduction.

Success based on experience
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Many issues have to be clarified before the MES is put into operation.

Which infrastructure components, hardware, operating systems, data-

bases, equipment components etc. are needed? Which interfaces have

to be operated or implemented? These are only some of the central

issues which have to be clarified in advance. iTAC sheds light on the

matter in detailed consultation and workshops. Having analyzed 

the key processes and sought input from all relevant parties, iTAC 

develops customer-specific MES strategies  for the deployment of its 

solution. iTAC supports the customer before, during and after the roll-

out of its MES.

Before and after go-live
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An implementation methodology based on many years of experience

has been developed in order to ensure the smooth integration of the

software in the existing customer-specific infrastructure. Thus we 

ensure that implementation projects are realized according to best 

practices using state-of-the-art technology. The iTAC Professional Ser- 

vices Team uses this established methodology to assure the quality of 

its deployments. Project managers, consultants and system specialists 

are assigned to customer projects and available to address customers 

queries at all times, ensuring individual and competent advice. We are 

confident that this is an effective way to successfully implement an 

MES project.

The focus is always on the customer
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Practical, relevant training

Instructor-led training

Case studies

Practical exercises

A functional overview of all processes

The Manufacturing Execution System can only be effectively implemen-

ted and operated profitably if the users and administrators are sufficient- 

ly familiar with it. That is why iTAC provides professional, practical

training for all project participants. The training, consisting of inter-

active, instructor-led classes, case studies and exercises, provides a 

comprehensive overview of functions, application options and process- 

es – always taking prior experience into account. After the successful 

completion of the appropriate training, users can confidently plan and 

execute the implementation, update or migration of the solution.

A prerequisite for successful projects
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Bild ?

Tailored Service Level Agreements (SLA)

24/7 availability

Support during upgrades/updates

Upfront testing and simulation

Highly-qualified technicians/consultants

If any questions or problems occur during the operation of the MES

solution, users can contact the iTAC Support Team on a 24/7 basis.

Professional customer support and timely problem resolution is

assured by phone, email or through remote access. iTAC also handles

the monitoring and administration of the MES infrastructure compo-

nents e.g. Database server. This ensures that the customer receives 

effective support during the operation of its highly available MES  

application.

24/7 support
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The iTAC Partner Network was established with the intention of more

effectively managing customer project costs while maximizing deploy-

ment efficiency. Best practices, proven solutions and fast response

times, plus the knowledge that there is no need to re-invent the wheel,

are just some of the reasons why we cooperate with consultancy

firms, machine and equipment manufacturers and various software

companies and service providers. Our partners are categorized into

Equipment-, Services-, Solutions- and Technology-Partners. Based on

established relationships and open communication channels, we are

jointly able to satisfy our customers’ requirements faster and more 

effectively.

The best of the best
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The iTAC.MES.Suite boasts a configurable service structure which is

reflected in the iTAC license model. To offer customers maximum 

flexibility the license model supports the respective project-specific 

requirements. As appropriate, we use forward-looking SaaS and Cloud 

Computing Concepts so that small and medium-sized enterprises 

(SMEs) can also deploy and operate modern MES software.

Flexibility is also the operative word in all commercial matters. Under-

pinned by streamlined quotation and contract processes, iTAC offers 

full transparency in all aspects of its customer relationships. 

Flexibility is half the battle
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Man and machine should complement each other perfectly. Only mo- 

tivated and committed staff are experts in their fields and can pro-

vide a sustainable solution that is effective in the long run. Quality 

awareness, reliability and a sense of responsibility, plus the ability to 

look beyond our own horizons are iTAC’s trademarks. The provision of 

training opportunities and employment in combination with long- 

serving, experienced employees enables effective knowledge transfer 

and development, leading to numerous new ideas and innovative 

concepts while safeguarding the knowledge base.

Uniting man and machine
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iTAC differentiates itself through its product and service portfolio: 

rather than offering customers rigid, temporary products we deliver 

future-proof, integrated, strategic solutions. Always in touch with the 

latest trends, we touch the nerve of manufacturing enterprises focused 

on delivering state-of-the-art products which enable them to remain 

a decisive step ahead. The combination of proven best-of-breed tech-

nology and innovation provides iTAC.MES. Suite users with a secure, 

long-term investment in the future.

An investment in the future
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iTAC Software AG
Burgweg 19 
56428 Dernbach, Germany

T: + 49 2602 - 1065-0
F: + 49 2602 - 1065-30

contact@itacsoftware.com
www.itacsoftware.com

www.attentio.cc

10.9193.1e 

www.itacsoftware.com


